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Welcome!
 ly Tyer is the largest circulated and oldest magazine Fdedicated to the art of tying flies in the world. Since 
1978, Fly Tyer has reported on the hottest flies, the 

newest fly-tying materials and techniques, and how to use 
the flies we tie to catch fish.

Fly Tyer magazine's authors are some of the most-
recognized writers in the field of fly-fishing. Every detailed,  
well-written article is enhanced by intricate photography or 
illustrations of flies, plus appealing photos of trophy fish and 
the spectacular places we pursue them.

Fly Tyer readers are some of the most passionate, hardcore 
anglers in the world. They tie flies, travel, and buy gear. 
Whether it is at the fly-tying bench or on the water, they can't 
get enough fly fishing!
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Fly Tyer’s magazine’s international list of authors are some 
of the most-recognized writers in the field of fly-fishing. 
Every detailed, well-written article is enhanced by intricate 
photography or illustrations of flies, plus appealing photos of 
trophy fish and spectacular places we pursue them.

Whether you market products for the fly tying bench or for 
fishing, Fly Tyer readers are a terrific source of repeat cus-
tomers and sustained business.
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by Russ Lumpkin

Fly Tyer is the oldest and most widely circulated magazine 
in the world dedicated to the art of tying fishing flies. 
Since 1978, Fly Tyer has reported on the hottest patterns, 

the newest fly-tying materials and techniques, and how to pres-
ent the flies we tie to catch fish.

Fly Tyer magazine’s international collection of authors compris-
es many of the world’s most recognized writers in the field of fly 
fishing. Further, every detailed, well-written article is enhanced 
by intricate photography or illustrations of flies and handsome 
photographs of the target fish and the places we pursue them. 

Fly Tyer readers are among the most passionate, hardcore fly an-
glers in the world. They tie flies, travel, and buy gear to support 
their passions. Whether you market products for the fly-tying 
bench, fly fishing, or simply enjoying the outdoors, Fly Tyer read-
ers are a terrific source of repeat customers and sustained business. 
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           Flies of theRogue River
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A multiday � oat trip down 
the Wild & Scenic section 
of this legendary river 
harkens back to steelhead 
angling’s early days. John 
Shewey tells the story of 
the � shing and the � ies.

           Flies of theRogue River

Catching a Rogue River steelhead is an experience you will never forget.
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Tie the  
Airy Caddis Pupa

1 Slip a copper bead on the hook and place the hook in the vise. Make several 
spiral-wraps of thread on the hook; these will help prevent the weighting 

wire from rotating around the shank.

2 Cover the hook shank with wraps of wire. The bead head and wire will give 
weight to your caddis imitation.

3 Melt the end of a small bunch of Antron fibers over flame.

4 Before the melted fibers cool and stiffen, form the tip of the body using 
moistened fingers. Be sure the fibers aren’t too hot.

5 You can make a two-tone body using two colors of yarn: dark for dorsal (up-
per) and light for ventral (bottom). Melt the Antron together simultaneously.

6 Tie the body on the hook with the Antron fibers shrouding the shank.

7 Clip the excess fibers from the back of the bead.
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Glassy Gammarus

Many rivers, streams and lakes contain 
� eshwater shrimp. Nadica and Igor 

Stancev share an award-winning 
� y that gets the nod � om judges 

and the approval of the � sh.
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Glassy Gammarus
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THE FIRST ADAMS might be our best-known dry � y. Leonard Halladay 
tied it in the summer of 1922. Halladay operated the hydroelectric plant that provid-
ed power for the town of May� eld, Michigan. May� eld, which popped up during the 
height of Michigan’s lumbering boom, is approximately 10 miles south and slightly east 
of Traverse City. In addition to serving as hydroelectric plant operator, Halladay ran the 
May� eld Inn, guided, and operated a livery service. And of signi� cance to us, he tied � ies.

Two of Halladay’s clients were Charles F. Adams and his son Lon. � e Adamses were 
from Ohio but regularly summered at Arbutus Lake and � shed the Boardman River. 
While we can’t question any of the � rst hand participants, the majority of the accounts 
I have found indicate the elder Adams encountered an unfamiliar hatch on May� eld 
Pond. Adams was unsuccessful � shing the hatch, so he took a sample of the insect to 
Leonard Halladay and asked the tier to make an imitation. (� e exact species of insect 
remains a mystery.) Oddly, Adams did not test the new � y on May� eld Pond but instead 
� shed Halladay’s creation the following day on the Boardman River. When Adams re-
turned from � shing, he reported he had a banner day with the pattern. In acknowledge-
ment of his customer’s success, Halladay named the new � y the Adams.

Now you know the story of the Adams dry � y.

� e Adams � en and Now
� e original Adams di� ered slightly from the � y commonly seen today. Halladay’s pat-
tern consisted of two golden pheasant tippet � bers for the tail, a wool yarn body, the now 
famous mixed brown-and-grizzly hackle collar, and narrow, pointed grizzly hackle-tip 
wings tied slanted forward and semi-spent. Likely due to the in� uence of the Catskill 
dry-� y style so popular at the time, tiers eventually used muskrat dubbing for the body 
and tipped the wings into a more upright posture.

In the late 1930’s, an unidenti� ed tier substituted a tail of mixed brown and grizzly hack-
le � bers for the golden pheasant. � is change stuck and that pattern is what we now call the 
Adams. As happens with all successful � ies, tiers added more twists. Variations of the original 
Adams include � ies with moose-hair tails, parachute hackles, spent wings, collars of Cree or 
dyed grizzly hackles, and more. � ere is even a female caddis Adams featuring an egg sac.

A Fly for All Situations
Although we don’t know what the Adams was tied to imitate, it is e� ective for catching � sh 
feeding on may� ies, midges, caddis� ies, mosquitoes, and even terrestrials. � e neutral-gray 
body is rarely out of place, and the mix of brown and grizzly hackle gives the impression of 
constant motion like � uttering wings. Altering the size, hackle style, and slant of the wings 
transforms the Adams into a host of various bugs that trout, grayling, bass, pan� sh, carp, and 
occasionally even cat� sh and walleyes feed on. In fact, a selection of sizes and styles of Adams 
is probably all we need for matching the majority of dry-� y � shing situations.

I suspect few of today’s � y � shers have ever seen an Adams tied as Leonard Halladay 
intended. Although I follow the original recipe here, Halladay’s pattern typically had a 
somewhat chunky, un-tapered body and oversize hackle. Today, we have easier access to 
quality hackle and can make the Adams in very small sizes; Halladay, on the other hand, 
would have had trouble � nding feathers suitable for tying anything as small as size 14. We 
have no way of knowing for certain if Halladay tied his Adams following the proportions 
we use today, but that’s how I tied it, and I believe my guess is as valid as any other.

It seems a � y’s e� ectiveness is a major contributor to the obsolescence of its initial con� gu-
ration. While the Adams was a “killing � y,” to use the vernacular of the day when � sh were 
commonly taken home and consumed, most variations proved equally e� ective. Any � y shop 
owner, guide, or � y tier can tell you that a successful pattern must appeal to the � sh as well as 
the � shermen, and the Adams quickly took on features common to Catskill dry � ies to make 
it more attractive to anglers; the � sh, of course, were perfectly happy with either version.

� e Adams soon achieved the highest levels of popularity, allowing it to quickly rise 
to the prominent status it maintains to this day.

� e material in this article was originally published in Al Ritt’s book, 25 Best Most 
Versatile Flies: � eir Histories, Stories & Step-by-Step Tying Photos. It is reprinted here 
with permission of the original publisher, Stone� y Press. Al lives in Colorado.

� e Most 
Famous Dry Fly 

in the World
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BROWN TAKE, BY ROD CROSSMAN

� e Most 
Famous Dry Fly 

in the World
Every trout � sherman 
has an Adams tucked 
somewhere in his � y 
box. Al Ritt tells the 

story of this important 
pattern and shows how 

to tie four variations.
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Tying Topics

Creave Tying— Award-winning author and graphics arst Jay “Fishy” Fullum shares his 
unusual flies featuring his unique artwork.
Beginners Corner— This is where fledgling ers learn correct fly-tying technique, how to use 
basic materials, and how to make simple flies that catch fish.
Materials Notebook— We can't e flies without the right tools and materials. Discover the 
newest ingredients and how to properly use older materials to make beer flies.
Traveling Tier— The ulmate thrill is catching fish using the flies we e. Learn about the best 
places to fish across North America and around the world, including informaon about great 
lodges, the most experienced guides, and how to book your fly-fishing adventure.
New Dimensions— First-me authors strut their stuff and share their flies.
Realism— Tie a fly that looks so real you'll think it will crawl away. Discover the materials and 
methods the pros use to make realisc looking flies, or to add a lile life to the paerns you 
already e.
Warm water Fly Tying— Fish such as bass, carp, pike, and panfish are fun to catch, and they 
eat flies! Learn what flies to e, and how to fish with them. Every angler in North America lives 
near good warm water fly fishing, and Fly Tyer has the flies they need to succeed!
Salt Water— While we may never catch Moby Dick, dozens of species of big, strong, ocean-
going fish do eat flies. Tie the flies in Salt Water, and get ready to catch the largest fish of your 
life!
Profile — We showcase the hoest new ers and their flies. This column is returning for 2020 
by reader demand! 

Inside our quarterly issues and daily website, readers will find:

Editor's Bench— Award-winning editor, David Klausmeyer, announces the latest news related 
to tying flies and fly fishing.
First Wraps— A fun and entertaining look at fly fishing, announcements of fly fishing shows 
and educaonal events, and ps readers can use at their fly-tying benches.

Tying Topics 
Inside our quarterly issues and daily website, readers will find: 

Editor's Bench- Editor Russ  Lumpkin announces the latest news about fly tying, fishing, and 
more. 
First Wraps- A fun and entertaining look at fly fishing, announcements of fly fishing shows 
and educational events, and tips readers can use at their fly-tying benches. 
Beginner's Masterclass- This is where fledgling tiers learn correct fly-tying technique, how to 
use basic materials, and how to make simple flies that catch fish. 
Materials Notebook- We can't tie flies without the right tools and materials. Discover the 
newest ingredients and how to properly use older materials to make better flies. 
Traveling Tier- The ultimate thrill is catching fish using the flies we tie. Learn about the best 
places to fish across North America and around the world, including information about great 
lodges, the most experienced guides, and how to book your fly-fishing adventure. 
New Dimensions- First-time authors strut their stuff and share their flies. 
Realism- Tie a fly that looks so real you'll think it will crawl away. Discover the materials and 
methods the pros use to make realistic looking flies, or to add a little life to the patterns you 
already tie. 
Warmwater Fly Tying- Fish such as bass, carp, pike, and panfish are fun to catch, and they 
eat flies! Learn what flies to tie, and how to fish with them. Every angler in North America lives 
near good warm water fly fishing, and Fly Tyer has the flies they need to succeed! 
Salt Water- While we may never catch Moby Dick, dozens of species of big, strong, ocean
going fish do eat flies. Tie the flies in Salt Water, and get ready to catch the largest fish of your 
life! 
Profile - We showcase the hottest new tiers and their flies.
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I created the Wildcat Streamer in 1997, the year a� er I started 
guiding for smallmouth bass on Indiana’s Sugar Creek. When I 
began guiding for smallmouth, there were very few � ies for these 
� sh, especially streamers; we had Clouser Minnows, Zonkers, 

and some Woolly Buggers, but not much else. In today’s age of � y-
tying specialization, this might seem strange to younger anglers.

As a young � y-shop owner, I thought it was important to create 
patterns for my native rivers and � sh. As I developed appropriate pat-
terns, it became evident there were some glaring holes in the world of 
smallmouth bass � y � shing.

I named the Wildcat Streamer for the company I founded, Wild-
cat Creek Out� tters, at the suggestion of friend and fellow � y-shop 
owner Brian Pitser; his business is called � e Northern Angler. � ere 
are video instructions for tying the Wildcat Streamer on the Internet, 
but most of that information did not come from me; those tiers have 
sort of developed their own versions of the � y. A� er many years, I 
posted my own instructional video featuring this pattern.

A� er more than 25 years in the � y-� shing biz, the Wildcat Streamer 
remains the best pattern I ever created. In addition to smallmouth 
bass, this pattern has caught bone� sh, � athead cat� sh, steelhead, as 
well as trout from Chile to Russia.

Design � oughts
� e most common bait� sh in many Midwest smallmouth streams and 
rivers is the blacknose dace. While I appreciate the old-time streamers 
that imitate this species, the overall action I wanted in a � y doesn’t ex-
ist in those patterns. I spent a lot of time looking at blacknose dace in 
the water. � e truth is there are times for observation when you are 
rowing a boat; sometimes the � shing isn’t that entertaining.

A blacknose dace has a very di� erent color in bright light than in 
low light. � is is important because tying a pattern that will work in 
both lighting conditions is a bit of a trick. It was clear to me that in-
cluding some � ash would be important because a blacknose dace has 
a purple hue in bright light but looks decidedly darker in low light. I 
have never depended on � ash as a trigger; it’s great for attracting hun-
gry � sh but I am convinced it can turn o�  non-feeding � sh. Using the 
right � ash to create a color change in bright light but is not a turn o�  in 
low light is important, so I chose pearl purple Krystal Flash.

I also wanted a pattern that moved enticingly when imparting 
only a minimal amount of action to it; non-feeding � sh rarely chase a 
� y. Nothing swims in the water like rabbit fur, and this material is pli-
able and easy to work with. A Chinchilla or similar color rabbit strip is 
an important component of the Wildcat Streamer.

It’s a funny thing about reliable � ies: we use them until the � sh get 
so conditioned they stop eating them. Maybe this is the price we pay 
for practicing catch and release. Or, we sometimes just get bored with 
a reliable � y; hey, it happens! When we catch lots of � sh, our minds 
wander to other techniques and patterns. I once did that with this � y, 
which was not fair to the Wildcat Streamer; this pattern is the most 
reliable streamer I have ever � shed. � anks to the Wildcat Streamer, 
this Indiana kid has enjoyed an unlikely career in � y � shing.

� is is Chad Miller’s � rst contribution to this magazine. Chad is still 
busy guiding in Indiana. Check out his website at sugarcreekanglers.com.

Bass Bugging by Chad Miller

Wildcat Streamer
Hook: Tiemco TMC8089, size 10.
Thread: Gray 6/0 (140 denier).
Eyes: Large red dumbbell eyes.
Tail: Natural rabbit Zonker strip.
Flash: Krystal Flash (pearl purple).
Body: Natural crosscut rabbit strip.
Face: Brown crosscut rabbit strip.
Belly: White rabbit Zonker strip.
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Profi le by David Klausmeyer

F or the majority of us, tying � ies 
is a solitary endeavor. Some of 
us huddle over desks or benches 
that are dedicated to tying, but 
many more lay out their tools 

and materials on kitchen or perhaps dining 
room tables. And other than sharing our 
cra�  with a child or appreciative spouse 
or partner, most of us tie alone—but not all 
of us.

Eli Gonzales and his son Dylan, of Los 
Lunas, New Mexico, are a close � y-tying 

Fly Tying Is a Family A� air
and � shing team. � ey share patterns and 
swap � y-tying ideas, and they wade and 
catch trout together. Living in the Land of 
Enchantment, they test their � ies on some 
of our sport’s most storied waters.

A Very Close-knit Family
“My whole family has been electricians,” Eli 
said, describing the closeness of his family. 
“My dad owned an electrical business, I’m 
an electrician, and now my son is in the 
trade. Dylan is my middle son—he’s 22—

and I have another son and a daughter, but 
they are teachers. My mom and dad actually 
live on the front part of our property. We’re 
a very tight-knit family.”

When did you start � y � shing?
“My father got me and my brother 

into � shing and hunting at a very early age. 
My brother, Eddie, was the � rst to take 
up tying; that was in the early 1980s. We 
were about 12 or 13 years old. We had a 
couple of catalogs and my parents ordered 
� y-tying kits for us. � e interest in tying 

Eli & Dylan Gonzales

Eli and Dylan Gonzales are a rare father-and-
son � y-� shing team. It looks like they know their 
way around a tying bench and a river.
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  Wildcat 
Streamer

How good is this pattern? � e author built 
his career in � y � shing using it. Now 
you can tie the Wildcat Streamer and 

enjoy similar angling success.

  Wildcat 
Streamer

TH
E

One O’clock Midge
HOOK: Lighting Strike SE7, sizes 24 to 18.
THREAD: Semperfli Nanosilk (black).
BODY: Stripped hackle quill.
LEGS AND ANTENNAE: Fluoro Fibre (black).
WING: UTC Glow Tinsel.

Caddis Larva
HOOK: Ahrex FW520, sizes 14 to 10.
THREAD: Semperfli Nanosilk (brick beige).
BODY: Kiley’s Nymph Skin (natural latex).
GILLS: Gray ostrich herl.
LEGS: Golden pheasant tail fibers.
HEAD COLOR: Your choice of permanent marker.

Mardi Gras Perdigon
HOOK: Firehole 516, sizes 20 to 8.
BEAD: 2.8- to 3.8-millimeter tungsten slotted bead.
THREAD: Semperfli Nanosilk (black).
TAIL: Coq de Leon fibers.
BODY: Perdigon Mania (purple rain).
UV RESIN: Deer Creek Diamond Fine Flex.

Jig Sticker
HOOK: Firehole 516, sizes 20 to 8.
BEAD: 2.8- to 3.8-millimeter tungsten slotted bead.
THREAD: Globrite & Semperfli Nanosilk (yellow).
DUBBING: Superfine Dry Fly Dubbing (light brown).
MARKER: Brown permanent marker.
UV RESIN: Deer Creek Diamond Fine Flex.
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